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Why Clock?

You, your accommodation business and your staff 
need the best possible, modern tools for success.

replaces fragmented, legacy software solutions that 
make you do the work and don’t move with the times. 

The cloud as an ideal, cost effective platform for your 
organisation: flexible, dynamic, secure and scalable.

Far reaching integration of components for increased 
overview, fluent management and efficient usage.

With paper practices reinvented, your organisation is 
streamlined and prepared for the future.

Direct market share can be maintained and grown 
much more effectively using the latest technologies. 



Our global clientele by now 
consists of over 1.100 accom- 
modation businesses in 36 
countries, from LA to Bali and 
from Delhi to Scotland.

Who is Clock?

Over 40 driven staff members 
are based at our EU-offices in 
London and Varna and they
are supported by former travel 
industry professionals from 
various European countries.

. 1996
Twenty years of experience, initially 
with an MS Windows based variant, 
has taught us much. Better than 
ever before and thanks to the latest 
technologies, we can now offer 
exactly what your company needs.

With local representation in parts
of the world like Northwestern and 
Central Europe, we continuously 
optimise our products and local 
support.



What does Clock do different and better?

Components designed
to work together seam- 
lessly.  PMS, POS, online 
booking engine, channel 
management, service 
portal: they share inter- 
faces, settings and data, 
for complete, fluent and 
efficient control. 

The shortest route 
between room distribu- 
tion, your guests and the 
modern-day approach 
that they seek and love! 
Functionality with which 
the challenges of a 
changing world can be 
faced with confidence. 

secure, stable, fast and 
reliable with

360+
CHANNELS

ICT

simple hardware,
little maintenance

connected to the world 
without fee per booking

service
portal

visit www.clock-software.com for further information and a 30-day free trial!

UNITED 
INTERFACE

all software part of one
integrated solution 

engage guests,
simplify tasks

https://www.clock-software.com


How do we become Clock
and what does it involve?

● Typical implementation at an average sized hotel consists of no more than 3 hours of 
inputting basic settings*, 3 days (self-)training of staff and 3 weeks of introductory use.

● Thanks to an easy learning interface and familiar navigation, Clock has an exceptionally 
gentle learning curve and new users find their way around with ease.

● Existing reservation data and guest profiles can in nearly all cases be transferred from your 
current software and the pricing plans include our standard support of your project!

● Choose from three all-in pricing plans or simply request a customised offering. There are 
no charges up front or commissions on any use and no year agreement is necessary.

* setting up of rate plans and charges not included



“Clock PMS is far 
more intuitive, 
faster and just         
easier than any 
other PMS that 
we've used...”

“Clock has simpli- 
fied tasks, helped 

streamline our 
organisation and 

has stimulated 
room sales...”

RICHARD WEBB
MANAGING OWNER
GRAND HOTEL (78 ROOMS)
LYTHAM ST. ANNES, U.K. 
CLOCK USERS SINCE ‘13

KRISTIEN VERHAEGHE
MANAGING OWNER
FLANDERS HOTEL (50 ROOMS)
BRUGES, BELGIUM
CLOCK USERS SINCE ‘14

“It feels solid and 
well organised, 
staff can work it 
within minutes 
and support is 

service minded...”

MARYN GERRITS
MANAGING OWNER
HOTEL CASTILLO DE MONDA
MÁLAGA, SPAIN 
CLOCK USERS SINCE ‘15



Thank you!
Interested? Questions?
Visit www.clock-software.com, contact our customer service or 
your representative:

Steve Bliekendaal
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
s.bliekendaal@clock-hs.com
      steve@hotelligent.nl       clockhs-nl

      

https://www.clock-hotel-software.com
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